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The Role of Belgian and Dutch Tort Law in the Legal Battle Against Damage as a Result of Smoking Behaviour

Ilse Samoy*, Christopher Borucki† and Anne Keirse‡

Can tort law play a significant role in the Dutch and Belgian legal systems in the legal fight against damage caused by smoking behaviour? This contribution looks into the compensatory function of tort law. It examines the possibility of compensating victims of damage related to the use of tobacco products. Central to that inquiry are the questions on who can potentially be held liable and on which liability grounds a claim in tort can be based. Particular attention is paid to the manufacturers of tobacco products. The latter’s liability depends not only on their own conduct, but also on the health risks taken – or rather ignored – by the consumer. As the adverse effects of tobacco smoke have become commonplace, the role of tort law is rather modest. A successful claim is not obvious, but it is possible in specific circumstances.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Tort law as a legal instrument against tobacco use

Today the adverse effects of tobacco use have become an inconvertible truth. Smokers who wish to continue living in denial of those effects face a difficult time ignoring the shiny, white-boxed warnings that mark their tobacco products. However, even though the harmful nature of tobacco products is well-known, their sale and use remain legal. Worldwide, smoking behaviour is still one of the most important, yet avoidable causes of death. Governments, supranational organisations, NGOs and private actors all over the globe join hands in their quest to curtail the tobacco use epidemic, employing a whole range of diverse public policy mechanisms. Although their efforts prove to be successful as overall adult smoking rates increasingly fall and mortality rates decline, many remain caught in a web of tobacco dependence. Therefore, calls can be heard to crack down more vigorously on the legal, but harmful tobacco goods. It is argued that the legal system too should combat those products and prevent the public health issues they cause.

This contribution seeks out an answer to the question of which role tort law plays in the legal battle against the harmful consequences of tobacco smoke. Can damage caused by tobacco smoke justify a claim in tort? The primary goal of tort law immediately clarifies and relativises its role. First and foremost, tort law concerns the search for those cases in which damage should be compensated. The result of that
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search is determined by resolving the tension between the viewpoints 'everyone bears their own damage' and 'do not inflict harm upon another'.

Distinguishing whether liability is warranted in an individual case depends on the weight that must be accorded to both viewpoints, which requires a balancing act between the freedom of the wrongdoer and the protection of the wronged party. In principle, those who suffer damage should carry the loss themselves ('the loss lies where it falls'). However, as an exception to this age-old rule, tort law shifts the burden of loss from the wronged party to a wrongdoer on the basis of responsibility of the latter for the occurrence of the damage. If the damage originates from the wrongful or risk-creating behaviour of a third-party, this third-party can be held liable for damages.

Where at the turn of the 19th century individual liberty and responsibility stood central, with as little interference by the government as possible, the emphasis in our contemporary, industrialised society, prone to accidents and risks, has shifted towards the safety and protection of persons against acts by others. Law no longer concentrates exclusively on individual liberty, but is also concerned with the broader interests of the community. This extension has led to a greater protection of victims in case law and doctrine through new or broader interpretations of the rules of tort law.

A similar evolution has occurred regarding smoking behaviour and smokers. Two conflicting interests collide when a person smokes in the presence of others. The personal liberty of every person (here the freedom to smoke) stands at odds with the need for certainty of every human (here the certainty not to be exposed to the harmful effects of smoke). Once, the individual freedom of a person to smoke wherever and whenever he or she pleased was paramount. Since then, governments have gradually introduced smoking bans to protect the health and safety of other persons.

This evolution has an impact on the possibilities to combat smoking behaviour through tort law. Tobacco smoke does not only damage the health of smokers themselves, but it also has several intrusive effects on non-smokers. On the one hand tobacco smoke causes them immediate discomfort such as an annoying smell, the irritation of eyes, nose and throat, voice loss, headaches, dizziness and nausea, fatigue and concentration problems, the deterioration of smell and taste, a persistent and pungent smell in clothes and hair, and so on. On the other hand long-term exposure to tobacco smoke increases health risks. It heightens the risk to develop lung, throat and mouth cancer, cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, allergies and tooth decay. Some of those risks can lead to disability or even death.

In line with the primary, compensatory nature of tort law this contribution enquires (1) which wronged parties could claim in tort (e.g. victims of secondhand smoke or smokers themselves) and (2) from whom...
compensation could be claimed (e.g. smokers, tobacco industry, third-parties). To answer those questions the contribution examines Articles 1382–1386bis of the Belgian Civil Code (BCC) and their Dutch equivalents, ranging onwards from Article 6:162 Dutch Civil Code (DCC). The core of the contribution is based on Belgian and Dutch tort law, but the underlying principles are likely transposable to other legal systems. Moreover, not only is inspiration drawn from foreign legal systems as regards Belgian or Dutch sore points, the contribution is also substantiated by and illustrated with foreign case-law. After all, even though claims for damage caused by smoking behaviour are rare in Belgium and, to a lesser extent, in the Netherlands, foreign tort litigation has proved their possible success. As so often is the case, it is a matter of taking the plunge.

The contribution does not delve into the preventive function of tort law. Although, this function is of interest in the battle against the harmful consequences of smoking behaviour, a thorough analysis would enlarge this contribution too much. The compensatory function provides enough food for thought by itself. Moreover, in another contribution to this edition of the Utrecht Law Review, Gillaerts examines the preventive function of tort law in depth. Thus, the contribution adopts an ex post perspective, focussed on the compensation of occurred damage, rather than an ex ante perspective, aimed towards preventing future damage.

1.2. Structure of contribution

In order to reach a structured answer of the central research questions, this contribution first deals with the grounds of liability for both personal liability as well as some forms of strict liability. Therefore, sections two and three dig into the foundations of the core concepts of tort law, their components and their application.

To that end section two examines whether exposure to tobacco smoke constitutes a violation of a specific legal norm or an infringement of the general duty of care. In the first case, this violation in and of itself leads to a fault by the wrongdoer. To establish whether or not wrongdoers have exercised due care in the second case, their behaviour is tested against the conduct of a normal, reasonably prudent and forethoughtful person. An examination is made of the restraint such a person would exercise from smoking in the presence of others. Attention is also paid to the possible consequences of a contributory negligence of the wronged party, in the event that it freely and deliberately exposes itself to tobacco smoke, as well as a possible interference by contractual obligations.

In section three some forms of strict liability are highlighted.

2. Grounds of personal liability

2.1. Requirement of fault

Traditionally, three requirements for tortious liability are inferred from the core provisions of Belgian tort law. Liability depends on the joint presence of (i) a fault, (ii) a damage and (iii) a causal link between both.

A wronged party that wishes to claim damages on the basis of Articles 1382 and 1383 of the BCC must prove a fault by the wrongdoer. The latter may not lack the capacity for tortious liability and the fault must be accountable to him or her. Tort law is fundamentally grounded in this notion of fault. The same holds true for Dutch law. Article 6:162 of the DCC imposes liability for damage that is caused by an accountable wrong (i.e. fault).

A fault can either be a violation of a specific legal norm that prohibits or obliges certain behaviour or an infringement of the general duty of care. In the first case, this violation in and of itself leads to a fault by the

---

8 It has to be acknowledged that the rarity of claims in tort could also be partly explained by the fact that in Belgium and the Netherlands wronged parties may be able to rely on alternative methods of compensation more frequently than other countries. For example, both countries have a strongly developed social security scheme and are familiar with compensation funds. Compensation via those alternative pathways is not dependent on the fulfilment of the prerequisites of tort law.


12 Vansweevelt & Weyts, ibid., p. 121, para. 170.

13 Cass. 9 February 2017, C.13.0528.F; Cass. 24 May 2018, C.170504.N; Dubuisson et al., supra note 11, p. 22, para. 2; Vansweevelt & Weyts, ibid., p. 126, para. 175; Stijns, supra note 4, p. 40, para. 49; Van Ommeslaghe, supra note 11, pp. 1217–1218, para. 829; Bocken et al., supra note 4, p. 89. See also Cass. 9 February 2017, C.13.0528.F.
wrongdoer, except for when there is justificatory ground for the wrongful behaviour. To establish whether or not wrongdoers have exercised due care in the second case, their behaviour is tested against the conduct of a normal, reasonably prudent and forethoughtful person.

2.2. Violation of a specific legal norm or breach of a legal obligation

2.2.1. Specific legal norms that impose a smoking ban

There exists specific legislation that imposes a smoking ban. A general smoking ban is in place in Belgium, the Netherlands and most other European countries for all public transportation, all publicly accessible enclosures, all schools, the catering industry and all workplaces. Anyone subjected to this ban, who smokes oneself or allows others to smoke, commits a fault. Thus, both the smoker and third-parties can be held liable by victims of secondhand smoke.

The facts over which a Belgian justice of peace (cantonal judge) ruled on 2 November 2005 form an illustration of the violation of a specific smoking ban. A 75-year old war veteran was a frequent passenger on the public buses of the Belgian national public transport service ‘De Lijn’. He was allergic to tobacco smoke, which, on exposure, caused him to experience severe respiratory problems and irritation of the eyes. He noticed that bus drivers regularly smoked while transporting passengers, even though they were strictly prohibited from doing so. He systematically reported these incidents. Because the transport service continued to fail to enforce the legal smoking ban, he went to court. He asked the judge to order De Lijn to demand respect from its drivers for the smoking ban and to enforce it in such a way that future violations were prevented, subject to penalty payment. He also claimed damages on the basis of Article 1384(3) of the BCC, which contains the vicarious liability of appointers for damage caused by their appointees. The judge did not explicitly formulate that the bus drivers had committed a wrongful act. However, from the judgment’s reasoning it transpired that this was indeed the case. The bus drivers were acting in violation of a legal prohibition and triggered liability on behalf of De Lijn. The fact that the transport service did not grant permission to smoke did not free it from this vicarious liability. The judge granted the penalty but did not award damages to the claimant. In the specific incident for which the latter claimed damages, no damage to his health could have occurred because of exposure to tobacco smoke as the claimant unjustly took matters into his own hands and pre-emptively extinguished the cigarette of the bus driver by spraying him in the face with a water gun.

The rise of a strict framework of specific legal norms aimed at reducing smoking rates among the population and banning smoking in certain areas increases the possibility that a wrongdoer to whom those norms allocate the responsibility of upholding their content can be held liable.

2.2.2. Rules of criminal law

Forced exposure to tobacco smoke could also amount to the violation of a specific rule of criminal law. Such a violation constitutes a fault by the wrongdoer in the sense of civil tort law, as does any other violation of a specific norm. Marlier has conducted an extensive investigation into the question whether smoking in the presence of others, in particular of minors, is covered by a criminal qualification in Belgian law. The author concludes that a criminal conviction is not excluded, but is only likely in extreme circumstances. In Dutch law smoking behaviour could also fall under the qualification of several crimes. In these cases the victim of secondhand smoke could claim compensation from the smoker.

---

14 Cass. 16 May 2011, C.10.0664; Cass. 10 April 2014, C.11.0796; Cass. 9 February 2017, C.13.0143; Dubuisson et al., ibid., p. 30 para. 13; Vansweevelt & Weys, ibid., p. 137 para. 190; Stijns, ibid., p. 41, para. 50; Bocken et al., ibid., p. 92.
15 Cass. 5 June 2003, C.01.0252; Dubuisson et al., ibid., pp. 23–24, paras. 3–4; Vansweevelt & Weys, ibid., p. 127 ff; Stijns, ibid., p. 42, paras. 51–52; Bocken et al., ibid., p. 90.
16 See the legislation mentioned supra in note 6.
17 Vrederechter Mechelen 2 November 2005, A.R. 05A2530, RW 2005–06, p. 1153, annotation R. Blanpain. Bus drivers acting in violation of a legal prohibition of smoking, trigger liability on behalf of the transport service for which they work. The fact that the transport service does not grant permission to smoke does not free it from this vicarious liability.
18 Ghent 6 May 2016, RW 2016–17, p. 1352. By tolerating party-goers and personnel to smoke inside a venue, its operator fails to fulfil his/her obligation to enforce the smoking ban inside the premises.
19 Supra note 17.
20 Bocken et al., supra note 4, p. 93.
Of interest is a recent attempt in the Netherlands to press criminal charges against the tobacco industry for the manufacturing of tobacco products. Reference can be made to Kool, who has thoroughly examined that case and the prosecution of the tobacco industry in general. The victims of the alleged crime are the smokers themselves. The alleged wrongdoer in a civil claim in tort are manufacturers of tobacco products.

2.2.3. Labour law

Dutch labour law might also provide fertile ground for a claim in tort. It is possible that specific provisions oblige employers to provide a smoke-free working environment. Whenever that obligation is not met victims of secondhand smoke can claim compensation from their employer.

An example of such specific labour law provisions can be found in the Dutch case *Riphagen/Isala*, which made its way all the way up to the Dutch Supreme Court (*Hoge Raad*). A woman was employed full-time from 1 October 1999 until 1 July 2000 as a medical secretary to two doctors in a hospital. Prior to her appointment she was already asthmatic. Both doctors were heavy smokers. During working hours the secretary was exposed to their tobacco smoke, which aggravated her asthma. Because of the timeframe of this case the Dutch legislation imposing the general smoking ban, which contains the right to a smoke-free working environment, was of no avail to the secretary as that legislation only took effect on 1 January 2004. Nonetheless, she claimed damages from the hospital for actual damage and future damage as a result of having to work in a smoke-filled environment. The cantonal judge of the court in Zwolle considers that the hospital committed a fault. The violated legal norm is Article 7:658 of the DCC, which contains the obligation to provide a safe work environment, in conjunction with Article 3 of the Law on Working Conditions (*Arbeidsomstandighedenwet*), and Article 4.9 of the Resolution on Working Conditions (*Arbeidsomstandig hedenbesluit*), which both stipulate that the employer must organise labour in such a way that it has no adverse effects on the health of employees. The judge decided that from these articles flows the obligation for an employer to guarantee non-smoking employees to be able to work and take a break in an environment that is completely smoke-free. Thus, a specific obligation to secure a smoke-free work environment is derived from a general obligation to provide a safe work environment. As the secretary was exposed to tobacco smoke in breach of that obligation the cantonal judge accepted a causal link between the working conditions and the (aggravation) of the secretary’s health complaints.

Subsequently, the hospital lodged an appeal against this decision. After all, it cannot be excluded that, in light of the secretary’s medical history, the aggravation of the health complaints would have arisen even if her workplace would have been completely smoke-free. In order to obtain more clarity about the causal link between the alleged worsening of the complaints and the secondhand smoke, the court of appeal in Arnhem ordered an expert examination by a pulmonologist. On the basis of the expert report and the medical history of the secretary, the court ruled that the likelihood that the exposure to secondhand smoke had led to the aggravation of the health complaints was as great as the chance that other factors, which were not attributable to the hospital, accounted for the worsening. Therefore, the court held the hospital liable on the basis of Article 7:658 of the DCC for 50% of the damage caused to the secretary.

Next, the hospital filed in cassation. It argued that the fact that asthma is a chronic affliction with a varying progression, for which no cure is available, indicated that the aggravation of the health complaints was not a consequence of the exposure to tobacco smoke, but rather that it was inherent to (the course) of the disease itself. The Supreme Court replied that the court of appeal apparently deduced from the expert report that the health complaints of the secretary worsened during the period in which she worked for the hospital and that the likelihood that this aggravation was the result from secondhand smoke was the same. 

---

23 Note that the Supreme Court of the Netherlands is a court of cassation, which does not rule on the facts of a case.
as the probability that it has another, non-work related cause. That judgment, which found that a causal link between the health complaints and the exposure to tobacco smoke can be assumed, based on the findings of the expert pulmonologist, in spite of the absence of objective medical data, is intertwined with a valuation of a factual nature and cannot be re-examined in cassation. The Supreme Court referred to the Dutch procedure for the determination of damages for the question regarding the exact extent of the damage suffered as a result of secondhand smoke in the workplace.\(^{29}\)

In Belgium employees cannot claim in tort against their employers for physical damage incurred in the fulfilment of their employment contract.\(^{30}\) Instead, they have to rely on the insurance for occupational hazards that the employer is obliged to take out. Thus, for this head of damage the exposure of employees to tobacco smoke falls outside of the scope of general tort law.\(^{31}\) In France\(^{32}\) the Court of Cassation held in cases where an employee was exposed to asbestos that employers by virtue of the contract of employment are bound by an obligation of result regarding the safety of their employees.\(^{33}\) Failure to meet that obligation can give rise to civil liability of employers as such a failure constitutes an inexcusable fault when the employers were or should have been aware of the danger to which the employees were exposed, yet failed to take necessary and adequate measures to protect the employees. Hence, the scope of occupational risks for which an employer can be held liable is broader than in Belgium. Liability might extend to situations in which employers fail to safeguard their employees against damage caused by tobacco smoke.\(^{34}\) Currently, similar rulings are not possible in Belgium. In the applicable French labour law the notion of ‘inexcusable fault’ is used as the limit of the immunity of the employer, whereas Belgian labour law requires intent by the employer.\(^{35}\) Thus, Belgian law is more restrictive.

### 2.2.4. Specific regimes of liability

Regard must also be held to specific legal liability regimes outside the general tort system. The personal and material scope of specific liability regimes determine who can claim compensation from whom.

A specific liability regime is, for example, in force in the aviation sector.\(^{36}\) In Belgium and the Netherlands, liability for air transport safety is determined by the interaction between the Montreal Convention of 1999\(^{37}\) and the European Regulation on air carrier liability in the event of accidents.\(^{38}\) Liability for accidents during international flights between Member States is exclusively governed by the Montreal Convention. The convention has a wide scope of application. Moreover, the European regulation declares this treaty-based liability regime applicable to all transport performed by European air carriers, regardless of whether that transport would fall under the applicability of the Montreal Convention without this referral rule. In addition, the Dutch legislature has transposed the liability rules laid down in the convention, which applies to international flights, integrally into national law. The liability regime of the Montreal Convention not only has a very broad scope of application, but is also passenger-friendly.\(^{39}\) An important restriction, however, is that there must be an ‘accident’ if the broad liability regime is to apply.


\(^{30}\) Art. 46, Arbeidsongevallenwet van 10 april 1971, BS 24 April 1971, p. 5201. The immunity of the employer is lifted when the employer or his or her appointees intentionally caused the accident which caused the occupational harm. The immunity is also not applicable to damage caused to goods.


\(^{32}\) Where tort law is historically influenced by the same Napoleonic Civil Code as in Belgium.


\(^{34}\) The conception of inexcusable fault in the asbestos-related case has been extended to a case in which an employee committed suicide, see Cass.Fr. Civ. 2 22 February 2007, n°05-13.771.

\(^{35}\) See e.g. Art. L452-1, Code de la sécurité sociale. See for Belgium supra note 30.


\(^{39}\) See Koning, supra note 36, p. 57 ff.
An American case illustrates an application of this specific liability regime. In the cases Olympic Airways v Husain\(^{40}\) and Husain v Olympic Airways\(^{41}\) an asthmatic airplane passenger on an international flight was seated in the smoke-free area of the airplane, three rows from the smoking section. The passenger and his wife repeatedly requested the airplane personnel to be reseated as tobacco smoke travelled into the rest of the compartment. The request was denied by the flight attendant, who argued that no free seats were available. The passenger suffered an asthmatic attack and died. His wife sued the aviation company by filing a wrongful-death suit. She relied on the Montreal Convention that holds the aviation company liable for the death of a passenger caused by an accident on international flights. The US Supreme Court held the aviation company liable because its behaviour constituted a fault. The flight attendant’s repeated refusal to reseat the passenger was a link in the chain of causes leading to his death along with the exposure to tobacco smoke. Moreover, the attendant’s rejection of an explicit request for assistance was an unusual or unexpected event external to the passenger, which constituted an accident.

2.3. Breach of general duty of care

Harmful behaviour that does not violate a specific legal norm can still breach the general duty of care and so give rise to liability.\(^{42}\) The general duty of care uses the conduct of the bonus pater familias as a yardstick. This fictitious person is a normal, reasonably prudent and forethoughtful person placed in the same circumstances as the wrongdoer. It goes without saying that normally prudent persons restrain themselves from behaviour that endangers the safety and or health of other people even when no legal provision specifically obliges them to do so. Nonetheless, contrary to what is the case with a violation of a specific legal norm, there is no automatic establishment of a fault if a danger to safety or health occurs. A wrongdoer’s conduct must always be tested against that of the bonus pater familias. Would a normally prudent person secure a smoke-free environment? Does the causation of secondhand smoke breach the general duty of care?

These questions are most pertinent in those cases that (still) lack legislation imposing a smoking ban. Examples are parents who smoke in their cars or homes in the presence of their under-aged children, smokers in football stadia or on the platforms of railway stations, and so on. In turn, they raise the question whether existing smoking bans can be regarded as applications of a broader duty of care to secure a smoke-free environment. It is clear that for quite a considerable time already a change of mentality has occurred in regard to smoking. Where advertisements for tobacco products once were part and parcel of public advertising in the streets, it is now prohibited to advertise tobacco products. Instead, an increasing number of awareness campaigns appear that underline the harmful effects of smoking in order to prevent addiction and that promote attempts to quit. Moreover, the scientific evidence for the detrimental effects of smoking are overwhelming. It seems reasonable to say that the bonus pater familias has had a similar change of heart. However, it is too early to draw the conclusion that in our contemporary society and the current state of tort law, a normally prudent person would never smoke in the presence of another person.

On rare occasions the Belgian Court of Cassation, the highest judiciary instance, has derived an obligation of result from the general duty of care in specific circumstances. This is the case, for example, in a judgment of 5 January 2012 in which the court declared a principal obligation to provide correct information if the person who requested this information is entitled to rely on the belief that this information is correct due to the particular capacity of the person who provides the information.\(^{43}\) In the context of smoking this could mean that the Court of Cassation in the future might recognise a principal obligation to ensure a smoke-free environment if the person who faces secondhand smoke finds himself or herself in a vulnerable position and is entitled to rely on the belief that he or she will not be exposed to tobacco smoke because of the particular capacity of the smoker. This vulnerable position could be the result of a juvenile or senile age, pregnancy, asthma, poor health and so on. As the Court of Cassation only seldom derives a specific obligation of result from the general duty of care, this hypothesis in the context of secondhand smoke remains speculation.


\(^{42}\) Dubuisson et al., supra note 11, p. 23, para. 3; Vansweevelt & Weyts, supra note 5, p. 127, para. 176; Stijns, supra note 4, p. 42, para. 51; Van Ommeslaghe, supra note 11, p. 1220, para. 830; Bocken et al., supra note 4, p. 93.

Similarly, the general duty of care under Dutch law mainly gives rise to obligations of means, yet can also result in obligations of result. There is no unanimous answer to the question that has come up in legal practice, whether employers should protect their employees against tobacco smoke by means of a smoking ban, absent any explicit legal provision in this respect, which was lacking under older law. Nonetheless, its answer should be in the affirmative. Generally speaking, the Supreme Court has held that if the medical sciences establish a link between exposure to a certain substance and the risk of the onset of a certain (lethal) disease, it depends on various circumstances as from when the employer is obliged to take measures to prevent or at least protect against that disease. Of importance are, amongst other things, the seriousness of the threat, as well as the degree of causal certainty.44

The case Nooijen/PTT post45 and the aforementioned case Riphagen/Isala46 both show that employers have to protect their employees against tobacco smoke, even in the absence of a specific, explicit legal provision obliging them to do so.47 At the turn of the century the postwoman Nooijen instigated a claim in order to have a smoking ban imposed at her workplace at PTT Post. Because of the timeframe of this case the Dutch legislation containing the general smoking ban cannot be relied upon. Nonetheless, the judge granted the claim. Similar to the cantonal judgment in Riphagen/Isala the judge held that Article 7:568 of the DCC, Article 3 of the Law on Working Conditions and Article 4.9 of the Resolution on Working Conditions oblige employers to organise labour in such a way that it has no adverse effects on the health of employees. Employers have to guarantee non-smoking employees to be able to work and take a break in an environment that is completely smoke-free. The judge ruled that the danger of tobacco smoke must primarily be dealt with at its source by implementing organisational measures. A general smoking ban is well-suited to achieve that goal and is deemed generally appropriate inside of office buildings.

However, in the case Meins/Hollands Casino the judge rendered a very different judgment. Meins worked as an employee in a casino without a smoking ban.48 He supervised the course of play in the central hall of the casino amidst the smoking guests. Meins struggled with health complaints regarding his respiratory system and lungs. He related those complaints to his cramped and smoke-filled working environment. Hence, he applied to the Dutch court for the establishment of a total smoking ban in the casino, safe for a designated smoking area. In order to counter this claim, the casino invoked the Decision concerning exceptions to a smoke-free workplace,49 which at the time allowed for catering facilities to let employees in the workplace come in contact with tobacco smoke. The judge who ruled on this case in preliminary relief proceedings held that the duty of care that rests on employers in the hotel and catering industry did not go so far as to oblige the establishment of a smoke-free workplace. The main reasoning for this judgment seems to be that the judge did not want to lightly dismiss the decision, which protected the casino. At the time the Minister of Health left it up to the catering industry itself to implement a general smoking ban via self-regulation. Therefore, in light of that policy and the explicit legislation the judge deemed it appropriate to adopt a cautious approach. Relying on the decision, the casino did not breach a duty of care towards the employee in the eyes of the judge. The employee should simply decide to work elsewhere.

Furthermore, it is conceivable that a person who lights up a cigarette near the gates of a primary school at the moment that the children are leaving the building acts in breach of the general duty of care by exposing the children to secondhand smoke. The children can be regarded as vulnerable, because they cannot enforce their wishes not to be exposed to tobacco smoke from adults nor are they fully aware of the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. This differs from the situation where parents remain standing at the gates in the morning to have a conversation once their children have entered the school building. Here one can presume that the parents, as adults, can address the smoker and ask him or her to stop or can remove themselves from the smoker’s vicinity.

A final, fictitious case topic is the following. A toddler is vulnerable to falling ill because of its premature birth. Its parents are divorced. On the basis of a residence scheme the child spends certain weekends with its

46 Supra notes 25, 28 and 29.
47 See in more detail about both cases Keirse, supra note 24, pp. 354–356.
49 Besluit van 15 december 2003, houdende uitvoering van artikel 11a, vijfde lid, van de Tabakswet (Besluit uitzonderingen rookvrije werkplek), Stb. 2003, p. 561 (decree of 15 December 2003, implementing article 11a, para. 5 of the Tobacco Act (Decree on exceptions to the smoke-free workplace)).
father. Upon return, the mother notices every time that the child reeks of tobacco smoke. She also notices that the child develops respiratory tract infections after a number of stays with the father. A father who exposes his toddler, with poor health, continuously to tobacco smoke when taking care of him/her, breaches the general duty of care. Any normal, reasonably prudent and forethoughtful person would ensure a smoke-free environment for the toddler during its stay. This entails that the father not only refrains himself from smoking in the presence of the child, but also encourages family members and visitors to smoke outside of the vicinity of his child.

A principal aspect of the general duty of care is the foreseeability of the damage. According to consistent case law by the Belgian Court of Cassation, an infringement of the general duty of care can only give rise to tortious liability if the damage was foreseeable (except for when the wrongdoer intentionally breaches the general duty of care). This means that it must be ascertained whether a normally prudent person, when placed in the same circumstances as the wrongdoer, would have foreseen the damage and taken the necessary measures to avert it. Only reasonable foreseeability is required as it is sufficient that the wrongdoer could expect certain damage, without needing to have the exact occurrence and exact extent of the actually occurred damage in mind. Under Dutch law, a more or less comparable assessment is made when considering the duty of care by applying the so-called ‘Cellar Hatch’-criteria (*Kelderliuk-criteria*). The Supreme Court put forward that the following aspects must be taken into consideration when a situation of endangerment arises: (i) the degree of probability that the required attention and care could be disregarded, (ii) the likelihood that that disregard might lead to accidents, (iii) the gravity of the consequences of such accidents and (iv) the burden posed by the requirement to take adequate precautions. Consequently, hazardous behaviour is wrongful if the probability of another person sustaining injury as a result of that behaviour is so great that the wrongdoer should have refrained himself or herself from such conduct in accordance with due standards of care.

In the past it might not have been foreseeable that one’s smoking behaviour could cause damage. The full extent of the adverse effects of tobacco smoke have only recently been mapped and public awareness has not dawned abruptly. However, in the light of current scientific insights and the clear indication on tobacco products of the health risks for all those who are exposed to tobacco smoke, it is defensible to argue that the adverse effects of smoking are generally known and that they can be seen as foreseeable damage by the smoker. Smokers can expect their smoking behaviour to have possible adverse effects on the health and safety of themselves and those around them.

In sum, it is not possible to say with absolute certainty whether the judge will regard the forced exposure to secondhand smoke of other persons as a violation of the general duty of care. This will depend on the concrete circumstances. It is, therefore, more interesting to be able to build a tort suit on the violation of a specific legal norm, where a fault by the wrongdoer is automatically withheld.

---

52 Dubuisson et al., ibid., p. 39, para. 26; Stijns, ibid.
56 The reasoning of the French Court of Cassation in *Gourlain* can serve as an example. In this case the court recognised that the adverse effects of smoking have been scientifically known since the 1950s. From about the 1960s to 1970s onwards this knowledge was communicated to the general population, thus becoming general knowledge. See Cass.fr.civ. 20 November 2003, *Gourlain t SEITA*, n°01-17.977, JCP 2004, II, 10004, annotation B. Daillé-Duclos; A.L.M. Keirse & P.A.J. van den Berg, ‘Waar rook is, is vuur. Franse lessen inzake aansprakelijkheid en eigen schuld bij schade als gevolg van het roken’, (2002) 33 NJh, pp. 1654–1655.
2.4. Breach of contractual obligation

2.4.1. Contractual relativity

Because of the relativity of contracts, the relation between persons who have not mutually concluded a contract is not subject to the rules on contractual liability, but to those on extra-contractual liability.57 This principle needs to be nuanced as the existence of a contract can have certain external effects on third-parties in their relation with the contracting parties. The question arises whether a third-party can rely on the breach of a contractual obligation to prove an extra-contractual fault. This could considerably reduce the burden of proof for that third-party.

2.4.2. Latent defect or non-conformity

A first line of research in this contribution is whether the legal relation between the buyer and seller of tobacco products can provide a tool for the victim of secondhand tobacco smoke to prove a tortious fault. In this hypothesis it is assumed that the victim wishes to claim damages from the seller, relying on the latter’s contractual obligation to indemnify the buyer for latent defects and to deliver a good which is in conformity with the sales agreement. A breach of contractual obligations can constitute a tortious fault on the part of a third-party to the contract, if that failure of fulfilment is also a breach of the general duty of care.58 Article 1641 of the BCC obliges the seller of a good to indemnify the buyer for all latent defects of the sold good. Pursuant to Article 7:17 of the DCC the delivered good has to be in conformity with what contractual parties have agreed upon, which is not the case if the good does not possess the characteristics that the buyer was entitled to expect on the basis of the agreement, in view of the nature of the good and the information provided by the seller. The seller’s obligation extends to all defects that have a hidden character, which means they could not have been discovered by a reasonably thorough inspection before the sale, making them unknown to the buyer, that are serious, and that are present (at least in the bud) at the time of purchase.59 The claim for indemnification can only be filed against the direct seller, but also against every link in the preceding sales chain on the basis of the doctrine of qualitative rights.60 According to this doctrine the right of redress that a first buyer (e.g. a wholesaler) is entitled to against the initial seller (e.g. the manufacturer) is to be considered as an ‘accessory’ of the sold good. Consequently, when the good travels from the first buyer to a second buyer the accessory right follows in its wake, granting the second buyer a direct right of redress against the initial seller without having to address the first buyer. In the US case law exists that holds tobacco manufacturers liable for the death of a smoker on the basis of a breach of the so-called implied warranty of merchantability.61 The reasoning behind the liability is that the sold cigarettes were unreasonably dangerous (resulting in a ‘design defect’) and that the manufacturer neglected to warn buyers about the health risks and the addictive nature of cigarettes in the period prior to 1970 (‘warning defect’).

Today, the chances of a court ruling that tobacco products contain a latent defect are slim. Absent a definition in the Civil Code, Belgian law knows two interpretations of the notion ‘defect’. First of all, a conceptual view holds that a defect is each ‘deviant characteristic of a good that makes the normal use of the good impossible or seriously hampers this usage because of its composition or structure’.62 In turn, a functional view holds that a good is defective if it is ‘unfit for the use that the buyer intended, provided that the seller was aware of that specific intended use’.63 In the Netherlands Article 7:17 of the DCC speaks of non-conformity with the contract if the bought good does not have the characteristics which the buyer was entitled to expect under the contract, taking into account the nature of the thing and the statements made by the seller about it. The buyer may expect that the thing has the characteristics necessary for a normal use and on the presence of which he/she did not need to doubt, and also that it has the characteristics necessary for a particular use which was foreseen in the contract. As it is nowadays generally known that tobacco products are harmful and addictive and that, moreover, warning labels are affixed to the packaging, there can be no
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57 In Belgium this relativity is enshrined in Art. 1165 BCC. Dutch law is also familiar with the principle.
62 Tilleman, supra note 59, p. 300 ff.
question of a hidden defect under the conceptual view nor under the functional view. Nevertheless, tort law could still come in play as the custodian or the manufacturer of a defective good can incur strict liability (see section 3).

2.4.3. Tenancy agreement as a tool against secondhand smoke
A second line of thought is the hypothesis where inhabitants of an apartment building suffer from the smoking behaviour of another tenant who smokes inside the premises. Although there exists, in principle, no contractual relation between the tenants, the question arises whether the contractual relation between one tenant and the landlord can influence the legal position of the other tenants. After all, it is imaginable that the victim of secondhand smoke could bring an action against the landlord for breach of his/her contractual obligation to secure the quite enjoyment of his/her tenants.

An interesting judicial decision in this sense comes from the US. A tenant of a residential unit suffered from tobacco smoke entering his home from a lower-lying unit. The landlord tried to resolve this problem, but without success. The tenant suspended his rental payments and left the unit after the owner denied his request for relocation to a different unit. The owner sued the tenant for breach of their rental agreement. The tenant brought a counterclaim based on the landlord’s breach of the ‘warranty of habitability’, as the tobacco smoke drove him from his unit, and based on the landlord’s breach of the obligation to secure the quiet enjoyment of the tenants. The rental agreement specified that ‘causing secondhand smoke to infiltrate other apartments may constitute a nuisance, a health hazard, and may infringe on the quiet enjoyment of other tenants’. The court ruled in favour of the tenant, judging that the landlord did not fulfil his contractual obligations and that the tenant rightly abandoned the residential unit. The court ordered the landlord to lower the monthly rental price.

In a similar Australian case a landlord was ordered to pay compensation to a tenant for breaching the rental agreement between them. The tenant moved out because of an ongoing issue of tobacco smoke drifting into his apartment from a lower-lying unit. Smoking in the apartment building was allowed. The appeals panel that heard the case agreed with the tenant that there was a structural ventilation problem with the building which allowed smoke to flow into the apartment, making it unfit for habitation. Although the landlord was not responsible for the drifting smoke, the panel found that the landlord was, nevertheless, responsible for providing an apartment fit for habitation and dismissed the landlord’s appeal.

In Germany it was recently confirmed that a (non-smoking) tenant can bring a claim against another tenant for the nuisance caused by his smoking behaviour. In casu, two residential units were located above one another and the upstairs neighbours suffered from tobacco smoke when their downstairs neighbour smoked on the lower balcony. The tenants applied for an injunction and argued that their quiet enjoyment is disturbed. The German Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof) considered that a tenant has the right to act against disturbances by another tenant. The fact that smoking is not in conflict with the ‘customs’ of the rented good (unlike the American case mentioned, in which the rental agreement prohibited smoking) does not call into question that tenants can bring a claim against one another. Contractual arrangements between the landlord and the tenant do not stand in the way of a claim against that tenant by another tenant or third-party who experiences nuisance.

2.5. Assumption of risk and contributory negligence
2.5.1. Assumption of risk as a contributory negligence by the wronged party
The assumption of risk doctrine is no stranger to tobacco litigation. In the US, for example, the tobacco industry, plagued by a long history of tobacco litigation, was able to deflect claims for damages by smokers for a considerable time by successfully relying on the personal responsibility of smokers. The fact that...
the American Surgeon General’s warning of the health risks associated with smoking was stamped on every package of cigarettes after 1965 served to reinforce the assumption of risk argument. Do smokers, however, truly assume all risks associated with their smoking behaviour? An even more interesting question is whether this doctrine could fit in the framework of secondhand smoke. It is imaginable that persons, who do not necessarily smoke themselves, voluntarily and consciously enter a smoke-filled environment. This is the case if one enters a bar in which the pubgoers smoke in breach of a smoking ban. To what extent will this assumption of risk play a role in the liability of the smoking wrongdoer?

The doctrine of the assumption of risk deals with the extent to which a voluntary and conscious assumption of risk bars the wronged party of recovering damages for the losses that stem from that risk.70 Under Belgian tort law this doctrine is, essentially, part of the broader theory on the contributory negligence by the wronged party.71 In 1986 the Court of Cassation held that ‘the circumstance of entering a vehicle of which one knows that its driver is in a state of alcohol intoxication can constitute a fault [committed by the wronged party].’72 In a judgment of 1 February 2008 the court confirmed and explained this view by stating that ‘the assumption of the risk by the wronged party can only justify apportionment of liability if it is fault’.73 As far as Dutch law is concerned, the Supreme Court considered in its ‘Kicking While Down’ judgment (Natrappen-arrest) that there is no need for risk assumption to be a separate legal concept in the sense of a ground of justification of its own nature which removes the wrongful nature of certain conduct and, consequently, liability.74 Earlier, the court had hinted in that direction in several other judgments.75 According to the Supreme Court, depending on the nature and the circumstances of the case, what the doctrine of risk acceptance is intended to achieve is fully absorbed in the question whether the conduct towards the wronged party can be regarded as lawful on the one end and the question whether certain circumstances are attributable to the wronged party itself, which must lead to a reduction or total lapse of the obligation to compensate damage by the wrongdoer on the basis of contributory negligence (codified in Article 6:101 of the DCC). This evolution from non-liability of the wrongdoer because of an assumption of risk to a partial liability of the wronged party on the basis of contributory negligence has also manifested itself in the neighbouring countries of Belgium and the Netherlands as well as in the US.

Thus, wronged parties can commit a fault themselves, when they knowingly and voluntarily enter a smoke-filled environment. The judge must ascertain whether a normal, reasonably prudent and forethoughtful person, when placed in the same circumstances, would have taken the risk in the same manner. If the fault of the wrongdoer is accompanied by a contributory negligence by the wronged party, the judge must order an apportionment of the liability.76 This means that the wronged party is not indemnified to the extent that the contributory negligence has caused the damage.77 A contributory negligence of the wronged party does, however, not erase the wrongful behaviour of the wrongdoer. Furthermore, an important exception to the principle of apportionment is the concurrence of a non-intentional fault by the wronged party.

---

72 Dubuisson et al., supra note 11, p. 355, para. 421; Vansweevelt & Vandenberghe, supra note 5, p. 171, para. 236; Stijns, supra note 4, p. 45, para. 60; Van Omme slaghe, supra note 11, p. 1639, para. 1113.
73 Cass. 16 September 1986, Arr.Cass. 1986–87, p. 56. See also for a similar set of facts concerning a person taking place on the carrier of a bicycle ridden by a person with whom he had been drinking alcohol at a party, Cass. 26 September 2012, P.12.0377.F.
an intentional fault of the wrongdoer. In that case the axiom *fraus omnia corrumpit* comes into play, which prevents the wrongdoer from passing on part of the damage to the wronged party.  

2.5.2. Assumption of risk by the active smoker

It is obvious to argue that an active smoker commits a contributory negligence by continuing to use tobacco products even though their adverse effects are not only well-known but are also affixed to their packaging. However, this statement might just be jumping to conclusions a little too easily. The apparent freedom of choice might not at all be so self-evident. After all, tobacco products are highly addictive, easily luring a smoker into physical and mental dependence. A study by the American Center for Disease Control shows that 68% of all adult smokers wish to quit smoking, whilst the actual number of those who succeed is much lower. Moreover, studies show that genetic predisposition accounts for 50%–70% of the risk of addiction. Regularly people start smoking at a young age, when they cannot truly oversee and grasp the dangers of smoking. Furthermore, the circumstances in which smokers picked up their habit must be taken under consideration. Often times those who smoke today, started with their smoking behaviour in a time period when little to nothing was communicated about the adverse effects of smoking and, arguably even worse, the 'cool' character of smoking was propagated through advertisement – in times past the rugged Marlboro Man was iconic. The contributory negligence must be assessed in the light of the concrete circumstances. Thus, the context of time and place, age and available information at the time the smoker started smoking and the attempts that since have been made to quit must all be taken into account.

In the French case *Gourlain v SEITA* the judge of first instance takes the youthful age at which Gourlain started smoking into account. The judge considered that from the age of 14 to 20 years old, Gourlain cannot be reproached for committing a fault himself. Later, the tobacco manufacturer is acquitted after an appeal in cassation.

2.5.3. Assumption of risk by the secondhand smoker

Whilst it can be argued that the active smoker does not possess true free will because of the addictive nature of tobacco products, the argument of addiction is of avail to the victim of secondhand smoke. Hence, in such a case the wronged party could commit a contributory negligence when exposing himself to a smoke-filled environment. However, voluntarily exposing oneself to a smoke-filled environment does not automatically lead to an apportionment of liability because of an assumption of risk. As mentioned, the judge always has to assess whether a normal, reasonably prudent and forethoughtful person, when placed in the same circumstances, would have taken the same risk. Consequently, the outcome of similar cases can differ because of the individual circumstances of the wronged party. One could, for example, defend the view that an adult takes an irresponsible risk when riding as a passenger alongside someone who is known to smoke while driving his or her car. The same cannot be said about children, who unlike their articulate adult counterparts, are not always able to stand up to smokers in their surroundings.

In the aforementioned judgment of the court in Zwolle of 17 June 2003 in the Dutch case *Riphagen/Isala* this question is addressed. The medical secretary, whose asthmatic condition deteriorated because of exposure to tobacco smoke, was reproached for consciously making the decision to join others in the smoking area of the cafeteria during her breaks, knowing that the smoke could be of nuisance to her. A smoking ban was in place in the entire cafeteria, excluding certain, specifically designated smoking areas. She also allegedly voluntarily joined others on social occasions in smoke-filled rooms such as the working office of the doctor and a catering establishment during a dinner with colleagues. The judge ruled that the establishment

---


80 <www.cdc.gov/tobacco/data_statistics/fact_sheets/cessation/quitting> (last accessed on 19 September 2019).


83 Supra note 56.
of these facts does not impair the claim, but could be involved in the procedure on the basis of Article 6:101 of the DCC, which contains the apportionment of liability in the case of a contributory fault by the victim.84

In the case Husain v Olympic Airways the US courts had to consider this question too. The courts ruled that the passenger who died of an asthmatic attack on international flight was in part to be blamed for his death, by not taking any initiative himself to relocate to another seat in the airplane. The awarded damages were reduced by 50% as liability was apportioned over the passenger and the aviation company.85

Because of the bringing of the theory of assumption of risk under the issue of contributory negligence of the wronged party, attention must be paid to the freedom of choice of the latter. A contributory negligence can only be established if the wronged party can be held accountable at the moment of committing a wrongful act or omission.86 It is more difficult to accept that a child, for example, has committed a contributory negligence. After all, because of their young age children often have no choice but to passively undergo the behaviour of others such as their parents, who smoke in their car.87 Another example is that of employees who are forced into an economically precarious position because of their subordinate relation to the employer and who run the risk of losing their job and being replaced by another person, who does not mind working in a smoke-filled environment. Psychiatric patients, sick persons and detainees, who are all in one way or another restricted in their freedom, all illustrate that it is not always easy to speak of free will.

Also, on the side of the wronged party, its predisposition comes into play. The predisposition of a wronged party relates to a hypersensitivity or a particular vulnerability for the damage caused.88 The predisposition does not rupture the causal link between fault and damage, nor does it necessarily influence the amount of damages. As wrongdoers must take the victim as they find them,89 they have to bear the consequences of a potential susceptibility of the wronged party for the damage caused.

The predisposition of the wronged party concerns the situation in which the victim of a wrongful act did not yet show any signs of a fragile body or mind, but is affected by a peculiar potential to sustain (greater) damage. Therefore, it differs from the aggravation or acceleration of damage that pre-existed when the damage occurs. In those cases, wrongdoers are only held liable for the aggravation or acceleration of the damage that is a direct consequence of their wrongful behaviour.90 In comparison to adults, children are much more susceptible to certain illnesses caused by exposure to tobacco smoke because their immune systems are not as developed yet. This peculiar vulnerability does not affect the liability of wrongdoers nor the amount of damages they owe.

The already mentioned Dutch case Riphagen/Isala offers an illustration of what would be considered aggravation of damage, and not predisposition of the victim sensu stricto.91 The cantonal judge considered that the fact that the asthmatic condition of the victim of secondhand smoke could also be worsened by other factors than tobacco smoke, such as physical triggers like stress or emotions, obesity or a bad physique in general, is not relevant. The respondent (i.e. the hospital employing the secretary) did not bring any evi-

84 Supra note 25.
87 For this reason Belgian congress members have submitted several times a proposition of law that prohibits the smoking in vehicles in which minors younger than sixteen years old are present, see Wetsvoorstel tot invoering van een rookverbod in een voertuig waarin minderjarigen jonger dan 16 jaar aanwezig zijn, in het kader van de strijd tegen passief meeroken, Parl. St. Senaat 2008–2009, nr. 4 – 1348/1, p. 5 (legislative proposal introducing a ban on smoking in a vehicle in which minors under the age of 16 are present, as part of the fight against passive smoking); Wetsvoorstel tot wijziging van de wet van 22 december 2009 betreffende een algemene regeling voor rookvrije gesloten plaatsen toegankelijk voor het publiek en ter bescherming van werknemers tegen tabaksrook, teneinde een rookverbod in te voeren in gesloten personenvoertuigen in de aanwezigheid van kinderen jonger dan 16 jaar, Parl. St. Kamer 2015–2016, 1633/001, p. 9 (legislative proposal amending the act of 22 December 2009, see supra), in order to introduce a ban on smoking in closed passenger cars in the presence of minors under the age of 16).
88 Vansweevelt & Weyts, supra note 5, pp. 671–672, para. 1063; Stijns, supra note 4, p. 133, para. 146; Van Ommeslaghe, supra note 11, p. 1635, para. 1111.
90 Dubuisson et al., ibid., pp. 354–355, para. 421; Vansweevelt & Weyts, ibid., p. 672 ff; Stijns, supra note 4, pp. 113–115, para. 146; Bocken et al., supra note 4, p. 77.
91 Supra note 25.
dence that the worsening of the asthma can in fact be explained by other triggers. In appeal, the respondent procured an expert opinion to substantiate this claim. The expert estimated that the chance that the health problems would have worsened in any event, even when working in a smoke-free environment, to be a certain percentage (50%). According to the Dutch ruling this ‘share’ of the damage must be borne definitively by the claimant. 92

### 3. Grounds of strict liability

#### 3.1. Strict liability for defective, movable goods

Belgian and Dutch law provide for a strict liability for damage caused to third-parties by defective goods. This liability rests in Belgium on the custodian of the good, pursuant to Article 1384, paragraph 1 of the BCC and in the Netherlands on the possessor of the good, pursuant to Article 6:173 of the DCC (or commercial user, see Article 6:181 of the DCC).

Even absent explicit case law, it is likely that a cigarette falls under the notion ‘good’ as it is a movable good, capable of being held in custody. 93 However, the good must be afflicted with an abnormal characteristic in order to give rise to liability. The comparison of a cigarette with a good of the same kind for the evaluation of its potential abnormality forms a real snag. The harmful and addictive nature of tobacco products is in no way an abnormal characteristic when compared to the ideal tobacco product. It is generally known that smoking causes negative health effects. Not only have awareness-raising campaigns educated the public in this respect, warning labels on the packaging of tobacco products also make this abundantly clear. The sale of tobacco products is moreover still legal in Belgium. All of this means that it is difficult to label the adverse effects of cigarettes as an abnormal characteristic.

A trend is emerging in doctrine and jurisprudence to pay more attention to the question whether the good, all circumstances considered, meets the normal societal (safety) expectations. 94 For example, when a stone lies on the pavement of a road, neither stone nor road show any abnormal characteristics. Nevertheless, it can be argued that the road does not meet the normal safety requirements that the general public expects from public roads, because of the presence of the stone on its surface. Even in the light of this evolution it is hard to substantiate a claim that the adverse and addictive nature of cigarettes breach general safety expectations, leading them to be defective good. Once again it must be stressed that it is normally expected from tobacco products that their inhalation is harmful.

The French case *Gourlain v SEITA* demonstrates how hard it is to qualify a cigarette as a defective good. The facts of the case were as follows. Gourlain picked up the habit of smoking at a young age. This eventually led to the development of terminal lung cancer. His legal successors claimed damages from SEITA, the manufacturer of Gourlain’s preferred brand of cigarettes. The claim was primarily based on Article 1382 of the French Civil Code which provides for personal liability, but Article 1384, which corresponds with the Belgian version, is invoked in secondary order. Before the appellate court, later on affirmed by the French Court of Cassation, the manufacturer is not held liable. The Court of Cassation considered: ‘The cigarette is not endowed with its own regime. It is not influenced by an internal defect as it is not proven that SEITA has manufactured its cigarettes abnormally in the light of current knowledge’. 95

The next question that arises is who is to be regarded as the custodian of the cigarette. This will be the smoker, not the manufacturer. This makes a claim in tort of victims of secondhand smoke against the tobacco industry as the manufacturers of the tobacco products difficult under this ground of strict liability.
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92 Supra note 29.

93 The same cannot be said for tobacco smoke, which cannot be classified as a movable or immovable good. Moreover, it is defendable to state that smoke is a res derelicta seeing how it is unlikely that a smoker shows intent to appropriate smoke by exhaling it into the air. It is also worth mentioning that the air is a common good which cannot be viewed as private property. See V. Sagaert, *Volume-eigendom. Een verkenning van de verticale begrenzing van onroerende eigendom*, (2009) TPR, p. 31.

94 Cass. 4 January 2016, C.15.0191.F; Dubuisson et al., supra note 11, p. 196 ff; Van Quickenborne & Vandenberghe, supra note 50, p. 396; Stijns, supra note 4, pp. 89–90, para. 109; Bocken et al., supra note 4, p. 186. In the past jurisprudence ruled more conservatively in this regard. For example, remnants of vegetables on the floor of a greengrocers were not regarded as an abnormal characteristic, see Cass. 6 March 1981, Arr.Cass. 1980–81, p. 753. A more lenient approach has come up and is gradually evolving since Cass. 11 March 2010, Pas. 2010, I, p. 777.

95 Supra note 56. ‘La cigarette n’est pas une chose dotée d’un dynamisme propre. Elle n’est pas davantage affectée d’un vice interne puisqu’il n’est pas démontré que la SEITA ait fabriqué ses cigarettes de manière anormale compte tenu des connaissances actuelles.’ (*Cigarettes are not goods with their own dynamism. They are not affected by an internal defect since it has not been proven that SEITA manufactured its cigarettes abnormally in the light of current knowledge*).
The French case *Gourlain* demonstrates that pinpointing the manufacturer of tobacco products as the custodian is not self-evident. The French Court of Cassation considers that the manufacturer cannot be seen as the custodian ‘(...) because that assumes that the manufacturer of even a dangerous product would have the power of surveilling, of controlling the elements of the good and of preventing the damage’, which is not the case.\(^6\) In short, the court ruled that only the smoker can be regarded as the custodian of the good.

However, should tobacco products be considered to be defective, they are already affected by this defect at the time when they were put into circulation by their manufacturer. In such a case it is not the owner of a good but its manufacturer who is held liable under Dutch law for the damage suffered because of the defect. The Dutch legislature deems it to be undesirable to hold the owner liable. Therefore, Article 6:173(2) of the DCC imposes liability on the manufacturer if the product has a defect covered by the product liability regime for all damage to which that legislative regime relates. Section 3.2 deals with this liability scheme. In Belgium too the producer can be held liable for defective goods that were defective when put into circulation.

### 3.2. Product liability

The next question is whether a tobacco manufacturer can be held liable for damage caused by tobacco smoke. In Europe, the European Directive on liability for defective products of 25 July 1985 is an important body of legislation regulating product liability in the Member States.\(^7\) The directive governs the liability of producers for damage caused by a defect in their products. It had to be incorporated into national legislation by 30 July 1988 at the latest. Both the Netherlands and Belgium complied with this requirement in 1990 and 1991 respectively, albeit somewhat too late.\(^8\) The directive imposes a strict liability on the producer for damage to persons, including moral damages, and, under certain conditions, for damage to goods, caused by a defect in a product. This strict liability is not grounded in a fault by the manufacturer but in the defective nature of a good. The following conditions have to be met for the manufacturer to incur liability: (i) there is a good; (ii) this good has a defect; (iii) damage has been caused; (iv) there exist a link of causality between the defective good and the occurred damage and (5) the person whose liability is invoked is the manufacturer of the good. According to the Product Liability Directive a product is defective if ‘all circumstances considered, the good is not fit for the purpose for which it is used or is fit only with great difficulty, or the harmful effects to health or life which the producer knew or ought to have known, or which are likely to result from the defective nature of the good’.\(^9\)

The timing of the product release is important. The time of entry into circulation of the product determines which safety expectations may be taken into account. Scientific or technical discoveries made after that point in time may not be taken into consideration by a judge to assess the defective nature of a product. In the past, the adverse effects of smoking were mostly unknown and they were hardly communicated to the general public. It is, thus, not inconceivable that a tobacco manufacturer could have been held liable in the past for putting a defective good into circulation. Nowadays, this is not as evident. Clear and explicit warning labels are affixed to tobacco products and many awareness campaigns educate the general public on the harmful effects of smoking behaviour. Today, it would seem to be impossible to hold a manufacturer of tobacco products liable for these harmful effects by branding them the result of a ‘defect’.\(^10\) Tobacco products do exactly what they are expected to do. It is not expected for them to be ‘safe’.

Nonetheless, an exception exists in the form of the hypothesis where manufacturers consciously tamper with their tobacco products, for example, by increasing the levels of nicotine or by adding additives that enhance the addictive nature of the products in order to improve sale numbers.\(^11\) In addition, if manufacturers attempt to deceive the consumer into believing their products are less harmful than they actually are by way of false or misleading representations of its goods, they commit a misleading commercial practice,
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\(^6\) Ibid. (‘(...) car cela suppose que le fabricant d’un produit même dangereux ait le pouvoir de surveiller, de contrôler les éléments de la chose et de prévenir le dommage’ (‘(...) because that supposes that the manufacturer, even of a dangerous product, has the power to monitor, to control the elements of the good and prevent damage’).


\(^9\) The notification of the harmful effects of smoking trough warning labels cannot be invoked by the smoker to prove a fault by tobacco manufacturers. Conversely, such a notification lays the responsibility on the smoker.

\(^10\) See also Keirse, supra note 82, pp. 256–257 and 428.
which is forbidden under European legislation that has been transposed into national law, both in Belgium and the Netherlands.\textsuperscript{101} Such a deceptive practice constitutes the violation of a specific legal norm.

Foreign case law illustrates that attempts are being made to claim damages from the manufacturers of tobacco products. These cases, however, immediately make clear that it is not easy to substantiate the claim that tobacco products can be seen as defective goods that result in the liability of the manufacturer.\textsuperscript{102} An American case of 2005 concerned a man who smoked cigarettes made by ITL for many years and who developed lung cancer (which eventually resulted in his death).\textsuperscript{103} He claimed damages from the tobacco manufacturer and accused the manufacturer of negligence because of the lack of warnings about the adverse effects of smoking. The judge rejected this claim. Firstly, the judge pointed out that many awareness campaigns of the government existed that highlight the harmful effects of smoking. The judge did, however, rule that the manufacturer can in fact be reproached in this regard. If an individual smokes different brands of tobacco products over several years, each of these products contributes to the development of lung cancer. Nonetheless, the judge ruled that the real stumbling block for the liability of the manufacturer is the fact that it is impossible to determine whether the person in question would not have picked up the habit of smoking if ITL had not produced cigarettes.

Another fruitless attempt to claim damages from the manufacturer of tobacco products is the Australian case of Lindsey v Philip Morris Limited. The claimant demanded that Philip Morris reimburse the medical costs of his lung affliction because the manufacturer did not adequately warn the consumer of their goods about the adverse effects of smoking. The court denied the claim, pointing out that since 1973, in accordance with national regulation, warning labels are affixed to tobacco products. Moreover, the government was actively taking measures to make consumers of tobacco products aware of the harmful effect of smoking.\textsuperscript{104}

In a very similar case Pou v British American Tobacco the High Court of New Zealand stated:

>The danger posed by the smoking of tobacco does not arise as the result of any defect in the cigarette or tobacco itself. Rather, it flows from the addictive nature of the nicotine that is a constituent of tobacco, coupled with the inherently dangerous nature of tobacco smoke that is inhaled into the lungs. The danger arises from the risk, which even now can only be expressed in statistical terms, that a person who smokes tobacco is much more likely to develop lung cancer or heart disease than a non-smoker.\textsuperscript{105}

Once again, the French case Gourlain v SEITA is to be mentioned. In this case the court ruled that the danger of tobacco products lies not (solely) in the distribution of tobacco products, but is, conversely, accountable to the consumers of the tobacco products. The consumers expose themselves to the adverse effects of smoking. The mere fact that smoking harms health does not make tobacco products defective. Insofar as it is not proven that the cigarettes at issue contain abnormal components, independently of the reasonably expected (negative and harmful) effects of tobacco products, they cannot be viewed as being defective.\textsuperscript{106}


\textsuperscript{102} See also Keirse, supra note 82, pp. 252–259.

\textsuperscript{103} McTear v Imperial Tobacco Limited, [2005] CSOH 69, Outer House (Court of Session), 31 May 2005.


\textsuperscript{105} Pou v British American Tobacco, [2006] NZHC 451, High Court of New Zealand, 3 May 2006. Emphasis added. The claimant in this case began smoking under the influence of the ‘glamorous depiction of cigarettes’ in 1968. Only in 1974 warnings about the potential health risks were stamped on the packaging of tobacco products in New Zealand. In this case it is examined whether tobacco manufacturers knew or should have known prior to 1968 that tobacco smoke was a major cause of lung cancer and that tobacco products were addictive. Should this question be answered in the affirmative, a follow-up question that presents itself is whether manufacturers were obliged to communicate publicly about those risks. The claimant argued that the health risks must have been clear for the manufacturers and that the risks had become common knowledge by 1968. The court ruled that even if such an obligation to communicate existed, no liability could be withheld on the part of the manufacturer as the harmful effects were part of general knowledge, which the claimant herself conceals. Moreover, the court held that it is not forbidden to sell cigarettes merely because they are harmful. Tobacco products are not considered so dangerous that they must be withdrawn from circulation. The court stressed that its judgment only applies under the condition that the health risks are labelled and that there is no sale to minors.

\textsuperscript{106} Supra note 56.
A clear-cut example of the ‘tampering argument’ is the case brought under the auspices of the Dutch initiative ‘Sick of Smoking’ against four tobacco manufacturers with commercial activities in the Netherlands. The values of substances that are claimed to be inhaled, which are printed on tobacco packaging, do not correspond with the actual values inhaled. For certain chemicals the actual inhalation value can be up to twice as high. An important argument is that tobacco manufacturers influence product tests carried out by controlling bodies such as the Dutch National Institute for Public Health and the Environment by perforating the filters of their cigarettes. The machines that are used to test and measure the emissions from cigarettes do not block these minuscule holes, almost invisible to the naked eye, and so air suctioned through these holes is mixed with the cigarette emissions. However, the holes are normally blocked by the fingers or lips from a smoker. As a result, a smoker inhales much more and more dense smoke than is measured in test situations. The tests create a distorted picture of the actual inhalation of tobacco smoke. This is an issue that was already raised by the Netherlands National Institute for Public Health and the Environment in a study conducted in 2012. It is argued that tobacco manufacturers consciously manipulate their cigarettes without informing their consumers. There is no acknowledgment or warning about these holes on the tobacco packaging. The cigarettes have become known as ‘sjoemelzigaretten’, which roughly translates to ‘cheated with cigarettes’. In February 2018 the Public Prosecutor’s Office decided to close the charges and not to prosecute. In response, the declarants announced that they will try to have the prosecution ordered by a court of justice via the procedure in Article 12 of the Dutch Code of Criminal Procedure. Should the prosecution still be initiated, the outcome of such a criminal case could prove interesting for civil litigation.

A claim in tort by smokers themselves against the producer may be likely to succeed if the producer has consciously tampered with tobacco products, has been guilty of wrongful misinformation of consumers (in older cases), or has failed to take up an active role in raising awareness about the harmful effects of smoking. However, it remains necessary to prove a causal link between such a wrongful behaviour and the damage sustained. It is conceivable that even when sufficiently informed about the harmful effects of tobacco smoke, the wronged party kept on smoking. Moreover, it remains difficult to establish an exact causal link between smoking behaviour and the later development of health problems. This is certainly the case for diseases that develop slowly over an extend period of time and for which several distinct causes are possible. For example, lung cancer can result from exposure to asbestos, tobacco smoke and/or other factors. When this causal uncertainty exists, Dutch law applies the theory of ‘alternative liability’. That doctrine allows claimants to shift the burden of proving causation of their injury to multiple defendants, even though only one of them could have been responsible. Defendants can only avert the claim by demonstrating that the damage could not have been the result of their behaviour. In contrast, under Belgian law, no liability

<https://sickofsmoking.nl/> (last accessed on 19 September 2019).

See the declaration brought by the initiative on behalf of several parties, available at <http://sickofsmoking.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Aangifte-pdf/> (last accessed on 19 September 2019).


Keine et al., supra note 56, pp. 1654-1655.


On the basis of Art. 6:99 DCC. See Jansen, ibid., pp. 44–46. See also for a Belgian perspective, Verhoeven, ibid., p. 164; Hoppenbrouwers, ibid., p. 158.


A reform of Belgian tort law has recently been proposed (see Preliminary Draft Bill of 6 August 2018, introducing the Provisions on Non-contractual Liability into the new Civil Code, drafted by the Commission for the Reform of Liability Law established by Ministerial Decree of 30 September 2017, available at <https://justitie.belgium.be/nl/bwcc>.) Unlike current Belgian law, as is explained further, this reformed law would allow for proportional liability. Its Art. 5.169 contains a proportional liability regarding alternative causation. It applies to cases in which there are two or more events that might have caused the damage, but it cannot be determined with absolute certainty which one actually did. The article lays down that in such a case each person that wrongfully exposed the wronged party to the risk of the damage is liable in proportion to the probability that this person caused the harm. It also reverses the burden of proof once the wronged party has proven wrongful behaviour, exposure to the risk of damage by that behaviour and the degree of probability that the behaviour caused the damage. At that moment, alleged wrongdoers can escape liability by proving themselves that their behaviour did not cause the damage. The probability can be based on the number of potential wrongdoers as well as on the market-share that the wrongdoer has.
can be withheld on the basis of the all-or-nothing approach that results from the application of the theory of equivalence of conditions.115 That theory equates factual causality with judicial causality.116 Only those causes that are a condicio sine qua non can give rise to liability. As it is impossible to prove such a but for causality in the event that multiple possible causes exist, the high burden of proof leaves the wronged party empty-handed.

The Dutch doctrine of alternative liability applies only if it can be established with certainty that the illness was caused by one of the alleged faults and it is merely uncertain which one has effectively caused the damage.118 When doubt in this respect persists, the legal doctrine in the Netherlands reverts to a proportional approach,119 whereby the degree of liability is determined on the basis of the probability of causality suggested by scientific and statistical data, which allows the wronged party to recover (a percentage of) the damage from the wrongdoer in accordance with that probability.120 This approach offers only partial compensation for the damage and requires a different interpretation of the causal link.121 The but for condition must make way for the probabilistic understanding of the causal connection, whereby it is sufficient to show that a certain behaviour can cause the damage (general causal connection), without it being certain which individuals have actually suffered damage (specific causal connection).122 The doctrine of proportional liability can also be applied in the hypothesis that there is a concurrence of a fault by the wrongdoer and contributory negligence by the wronged party.123 The Dutch Supreme Court ruled in a case about an asbestos-related disease that a proportional liability can only be withheld when there is a more than a minute probability that exposure to a given substance may give rise to a disease.124 If this probability is insignificant, the proportionate approach cannot be invoked.

Except in the case of deliberate manipulation of tobacco products or in the case of the wrongful withholding of information, the manufacturer will be able to invoke the wronged party's contributory negligence. After all, despite the clear warnings, the wronged party continued to smoke. This defence may be called into question if it appears that the wronged party, in light of its young age, cannot sufficiently assess the harmful consequences.

In a Greek case brought by the descendants of a smoker who succumbed to lung cancer at the age of 61, the defence of contributory negligence relied upon by the tobacco industry held up all the way to the highest national court. Finally, the claim for damages was rejected. Although all courts in the case acknowledged the dangers associated with tobacco products as well as the fact that addictive substances are added to tobacco products, they held the tobacco industry not liable for the damage sustained by the (next of kin of the) smoker. After all, as a skilled businessman, the smoker was old and wise enough to assess and recognise the dangers of smoking when he started the unhealthy habit in 1966.125

---

115 The classic majority view on Belgian law is that it currently strictly adheres to this theory of causality, see Cass. 4 December 1950, Pgs. 1951, I, 201. See for doctrine merely exemplary: Dubuisson et al., supra note 11, p. 322 ff; Vansweevelt & Wyts, supra note 5, p. 775, para. 1236; Stijns, supra note 4, p. 109, para. 138; Van Ommeslaghe, supra note 11, p. 1608–1610, para. 1092; Bocken et al., supra note 4, p. 65.
117 Wronged parties have to prove a causal link between the wrongful behaviour of a wrongdoer and the damage they have suffered, with judicial certainty. That judicial certainty equates to such a high degree of probability that a judge must not earnestly ponder the contrary. If the link is only plausible, then the claim must be rejected. Consequently, causal uncertainty is borne by the wronged party, see Vansweevelt & Wyts, supra note 5, p. 803, para. 1271.
118 Van Quickenborne, supra note 116, p. 84–86, para. 90–91.
119 See also Jansen, supra note 111, pp. 48–49; De Kezel, supra note 113, pp. 330–348 and the references there; Hoppenbrouwers, supra note 111, pp. 159–160.
120 De Kezel, supra note 113, p. 337 and the references there. See also Verhoeven, supra note 111, p. 165.
121 Keirse et al., supra note 56, p. 1659.
123 De Kezel, supra note 113, pp. 347–348; Keirse, ibid., pp. 73–75.
125 Keirse, supra note 82, p. 341.
Thus, the reasoning of the Greek judges shows similarity with that of the Dutch judges in the case of Peter Römer against the Dutch branch of British American Tobacco.\(^{127}\) According to the court, although the international tobacco industry acted reprehensibly by manipulating both the tobacco product and the general public, smokers also bear responsibility. The claimant should have known better than relying on the information provided by the tobacco industry. A tendency is discernible to lay all responsibility on smokers, not only in the public opinion, but also in the legal sphere. They are not separate from each other. After all, the fact that the smoking claimant meets indignation in public media influences the position in court of the international tobacco industry.

Currently, tobacco manufacturers violate no legal norm if they, driven purely by economic motivation, consciously produce and sell a product that is expected to be highly addictive to its consumer and that is known to cause illness. Consumers who use tobacco products and who are confronted with (often irreversible) damage to their health might be informed that they only have themselves to blame, for they should have known better. The hurdles outlined above for liability of the manufacturer beg the question whether legislation should be amended to provide for a more vigorous strict liability of the tobacco manufacturer, in the form of a ‘risk-liability’.\(^{128}\) The underlying rationale of risk-liability is that if someone engages in an activity to which a particular risk is linked and who benefits from this activity, that person should also indemnify the damage should that risk occur. Wronged parties no longer have to prove a causal link between their damage and the fault of the wrongdoer, which is also presumed. It suffices that the wrongdoer is connected in a certain way with the occurred damage.\(^{129}\) This would mean that the manufacturers of tobacco products are also held liable for the consequences of the normal use of their product, because they commercially exploit a product that is harmful. The current legal system does not yet seem ready for such a strict liability, but it is not excluded that the mentality shifts over time as it has done in the past. One could argue that even today the goal of risk liability is indirectly reached through high excise duties and consumer taxes for the tobacco industry, the revenue of which subsidises in part the national healthcare.

4. Conclusion
A successful claim in tort requires the victim of tobacco smoke to prove a wrongful act or omission, damage and a causal link between both. The research has revealed that the role of tort law in the legal battle against damage as a result of smoking behaviour is rather modest. A successful claim is not obvious, but is at the same time not impossible in specific circumstances.

Victims of secondhand smoke could claim damages from smokers who expose them to tobacco smoke for immediate nuisance or long-term damage to their health, based on the violation of a specific legal norm such as a smoking ban. Those victims could also claim damages from third-parties who are responsible for the enforcement of the ban. Furthermore, victims of secondhand smoke could also try to argue that such exposure by the smoker is in breach of the general duty of care. Such a breach is, however, less straightforward to argue, although the societal perspective on smoking in the presence of others is changing. Sometimes, such as in the case of a tenant agreement, it is possible to hold third-parties such as the landlord liable for the breach of a contractual obligation. When it comes to strict liability victims of secondhand smoke, they will have trouble to invoke the strict liability for defective, movable goods against the smoker, who is the custodian of tobacco products. After all, tobacco products are not strictly defective as their harmful nature is characteristic. The same holds true for the liability of the producer. Troublesome for the success of a claim in tort could be the assumption of risk by the secondhand smoker. If one voluntarily exposes oneself to a smoke-filled environment, one could commit contributory negligence if the damage caused is foreseeable, which leads to an apportionment of liability.

Smokers themselves could try to rely on the liability for defective products against the manufacturers of tobacco products. However, the same non-defectiveness of those products as explained above can throw a spanner in the works. Also, the contributory negligence of the active smoker obviously comes into play.


\(^{128}\) Here the reform of Belgian tort law can be mentioned (supra note 114). The drafters of the Preliminary Bill introduce a general provision of strict liability for hazardous activities in Art. 5.190. They substantiate their decision by pointing out that the evolution of contemporary society no longer justifies why risks with particularly hazardous yet useful and economically viable activities should always be borne by wronged parties when no fault has been proven. The manufacturing of tobacco products could fall under that provision. A Royal Decree is required to pinpoint which activities exactly are caught by the general provision. See Explanatory Memorandum, p. 11.

\(^{129}\) Bocken, supra note 5, 333, para. 7; Stijns, supra note 4, pp. 34–35, para. 43. Bocken et al., supra note 4, p. 154.
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Nevertheless, a mitigation of that contributory negligence could be found in the addictive nature of tobacco products. Thus, the context of time and place, age and available information at the time the smoker started smoking and the attempts that since have been made to quit must all be taken into account. Of course when tobacco manufacturers blow smoke, by deliberately tampering with their products to make them more addictive, that deception could give rise to liability.
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